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The Problem

• Retiring workforce
• Localization Drive 
• Facilities expansion and modernization
• Significant advancement in technology with Industry 4.0 and 

IIOT
• Lack of skilled workforce
• Industry readiness of Incoming graduate and technicisms
• Lack of training programs that focus on the development of 

specific job roles 
• Generic versus Specific Programs
• Assessments, measurement and accountability
• Future Development Plans

Source area if needed
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Do you remember this event?
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The Dynamics of Modern Workforce

of global 
leaders cite 
“Talent & 

Leadership 
Shortages”

as their #1
business 
challenge   

of organizations 
do not have all 
the skills they 

need to be 
successful

The issue is real and costly :
Under-trained employees are far 

more likely to look elsewhere

Replacement costs often reach 200%
of an employee’s annual salary

Investment in training pays off:

84% of employees in Best Performing Organizations 
are receiving the training they need

Source: IBM Corporation Research Report on “The Value of Training”

90%65% 74
million of next 

generation work 
force who are 
employed are 

not skilled  to 
fill the  skills

gap .

Training Drives Business Results for Organizations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you are like most organizations, you already know that proper training is essential to enabling organizational performance. Recent industry research puts some numbers to the issue which are highlighted here. This data comes from a recent in-depth study that IBM did on the subject.Upper left: Skills shortages are issues on the minds of top organizations. While technology such as IIOT is driving industry change, it is also driving a huge demand for new skills. The problem is exacerbated by existing expertise that is walking out the door due to retirements. The metrics here really speak for themselves.Upper right: While not being able to perform their roles adequately is a huge problem, it is compounded by the fact that people get antsy when they aren’t getting the skills required to do their jobs. They start to look elsewhere and are likely to leave.  The data on the upper right reflects the results of a survey given to employees on how likely they are to stay with their current company. Employees were separated into three groups and given the following response options – intend to leave, undecided, or intend to stay. The first bar reflects the group of employees who answered that they had received adequate training. In this group, 62% intend to stay (top line). This is compared to a baseline of new employees who had not yet had an opportunity to receive training (middle line). This baseline shows 49% answering that they intend to stay. The final line shows the results for employees who answered that they had not received appropriate training. In this group, only 21% indicated that they intend to stay. When you factor in the costs of recruiting, onboarding, and loss of productivity, the replacement costs of losing an employee can often reach 200% of the employee’s annual salary. When you translate these metrics to actual dollars, the results consistently show that training almost always pays for itself many times over.Bottom: The graphic on the bottom really sums it all up. Here at Emerson, we focus very heavily on helping companies achieve “top quartile performance”.  In this IBM study, they did a similar segmentation of company performance and asked the question to employees within those companies whether they were receiving the training they need. At the top performing companies, 84% of respondents answered that they were getting the training they needed. Only 16% felt they were getting the right training at the worst performing companies. It’s pretty clear that successful companies are making the training investment in their employees.
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Emerson Broad Coverage of Technology and Applications

Software and Systems

• Asset Performance Solutions

• Distributed Control Systems

• Safety Instrumented Systems 

• SCADA Systems 

• Programmable Logic Controllers

• Reliability Strategies 

• Asset Health Monitoring 

• Vibration Analysis

Great Depth of Resources and Expertise

467 
Certified 

Instructors

68 Years 
Educational 
Expertise

IACET 
Accredited

28,000 
Student 

Enrollments 
Annually

300+ 
Course 

Offerings

Hands-on
Practical 
Training

67 Training 
Centers

Measurement Solutions

• Pressure, Temperature, Flow 

• Level Measurement

• Tank Gauging

• Liquid Analysis

• Gas Analysis

• Corrosion 

• Fiscal Measurement

• Wireless Networks

Final Controls

• Control Valves

• Actuators 

• Regulators 

• Relief Valves
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What is Competency 

Unconscious 
Incompetence

Conscious 
Incompetence

Conscious 
Competence

Unconscious 
Competence
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Traditional Training Vs Competency Development

Tradition Training Competency Development

• Train opportunistically as new technologies 
are added

• Send a few people to training as schedules 
allow

• Train on broad topics that may or may not be 
relevant

• Training effectiveness difficult to quantify

• Lengthy process to train new employees

• Train based on skills required in job roles 
based on long-term plan

• Set up training to address multiple students 
all at once

• Train only on topics that are relevant to your 
installation

• Pre/post-assessments track effectiveness of 
training

• Fast process to train new employees
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Process for Competency Development

Source area if needed

Emerson process to assess the skills gap and plan a learning path 

ASSESS

PLAN
IMPLEMENT

REVIEW

ASSESS the competency levels or use existent skills gap
PLAN the training paths per job roles
IMPLEMENT and assist with work procedures
REVIEW the progress and update paths 
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Competency Development Consulting Process

Assess Plan Implement Review

Training Assessment Kick 
Off Meeting

Define Business 
Objectives, Job Roles, 
Competency Models, 
KPI’s,  SME’s

Define constraints and 
parameters of Learning 
Events

Conduct skills gap 
analysis

Define Training program 
deliverables

Identify the resources 
(Internal & External)

Define key learning mile 
stones 

Prepare Schedule

Submit Proposal

Program Kick Off with 
Students 

Pre – Course 
Assessment

Deliver the Training 
Program

Post – Course 
Assessment

Kick Off Capstone Project

Final Post Assessment 
Theory & Practical

On Site Coaching

Capstone Project 
Development

Final Presentation 

Graduation
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Key Elements of Designing the Program

• Identification of Job Role
– I&C Engineer, I&C Technicians, Process Control Engineers, Measurement Engineers, Fresh Graduates

• Identification of desired competencies with proficiency levels
• Development of a detailed training plan with day wise agenda and rigorous review
• Development of Execution Plan, no of students, phases, time and budget
• Consideration for Soft Skills and Team Building 
• Development of Learning Plans 50-50 Theory and Practical 
• Use of virtual and remote learning facilities 
• Development of Labs
• Development of Assessments 
• Dedicated Program Manager

Source area if needed
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Practical Hands-on Training Facilities are Essential 

Source area if needed

Final Control System & Solutions

Flow Measurement Measure & Analyze
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Digital Classroom is a Key Element in Limited Mobility

Source area if needed

Challenge

It is a significant investment for companies to provide training to their 
employees. More than simply the cost of the class and travel, there is 
the time spent away from the plant and the work that doesn’t get done 
during that time.

“The interaction between instructor and student was very much like 
being in actual classroom.”

Solution: Digital Classroom

• Training delivered directly to the office or home

1

“I enjoyed the hands-on aspect of the class. There was not much 
downtime which helped keep me engaged in the content.”

“I liked best that I was still at my office.” 
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Case Study #1: National Oil Company Fast On-Boarding
Challenge Solution Result

• Competency Develop of National 
Staff was part of organization 
vision 2030

• Competency a key challenge
– Skills Gaps

– Replacing workforce

• Technical Competency for I&C 
Maintenance Staff

– Engineers 

– Technicians

• Training should be hands-on

• Use bold approach to deliver

Identification

• Identified 12 Core Competencies

• Definition of each competency

• Proficiency Ratings Defined

Program

• Customized Curriculum 

• Installed base mapping for 
products

• 12 Weeks Program

• Pre and Post Test developed

• Reduced on boarding time by 
50%

• Program delivered for 7 Batches 
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Competencies Mapping
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Case Study #2: NOC & IOC Joint Venture, Incoming Graduates

Challenge Solution Result

• Localization is one of the key 
drivers from the company

• “Instrumentation and Process 
Control Course” for fresh 
graduate engineers

• Course should cover basic and 
well as new technologies like 
IIOT, wireless 

• Course should be vendor neutral 

• Delivered Locally

• A Comprehensive Six Weeks 
Program was designed

– Process Automation and Systems

– Measurement and Tank Management

– Field Instrumentation

• Hands on practical exercises 
were developed to give students 
appreciation for the technology

• Program as part of Graduate 
Development Program

0

25

50

75

100
Intro to PAS

Alarm Management

Gas,Smoke & Fire

RTU & Scada

HIPPS, IPS, PST

Control Valve Engg

Meas, Valid, Comp &
Quality

Tank Inventory Mgmt
Wireless Devices

Inst. Grounding and
Power Supplies

AMS

Diagnostics of Unusual
Events

Safeguarding IPS

Condition Monitoring

Pre Test Post Test
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Case Study #3: IOC New Plant Start-up in a Remote Location

Challenge Solution Result

• Remote Location 

• Language Barriers

• New Plant and local team has not 
worked on DCS before 

• Plant Start up in two years 

• Early engagement with the 
Operations readiness team and 
identification of the problem

• Competency Assessments 
Conducted 

• A comprehensive training plan 
was developed for Maintenance 
and Operators 

• A low fidelity OTS was developed 
using the plant graphics for 
training

• All manuals were translated 

• All courses were delivered in the 
presence of bi-lingual instructors

• Successful startup of the plant by 
locally trained team

• Roadmap for development for the 
maintenance staff
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Engaging the students

Soft Skills Team Building
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Pre and Post Course Assessments

Source area if needed

60

65 65

47

56
53

60

91 91 90 90 89 89 88 88

61

30 31

25 25

42

33
35

28

0
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20

30

40

50

60

80

70

100

90

A                                     B                                     C                                 D                                      E                                   F                                     G           H

Pre-Test Final Test Pass Marks Improvement

Overall 31% Improvement in Pre & Post Test Scores 21
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Soft Skills

Source area if needed

7

4.3 4.2 4.2 4.1 4.1 4.0 4.0 3.9

0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

Score Ave

Overall= Punctuality X Discipline X Participation X Knowledge
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Source area if needed

0

25

50

75

Control Valve Maintenance
100

Instrumentation: 
Pressure,Level, 

Temperature

Tank Gauging

Analyzers

Course Scores

Jamila

˗ Participation
˗ Basic Subject Fundamentals

Strength

Area of Improvement

˗ Application Knowledge/Concept
˗ Communication Skills

Personal Objectives

˗ Improve Knowledge about 
Instrumentation and Analyzers

˗ How to Maintain Instruments
˗ Principles of Control Valve



Summary

• Competency Development Programs are customized as deliver 
result faster and better

• Significant Skills improvement on average +40%
• Due to customer design program is 25% shorter
• On boarding time is reduced from 1/4th – ½
• Hybrid Learning saves cost upto 20%
• Programs once designed can be repeated successfully
• Higher level of student satisfaction and trust 



Where to Find More Information

1. Kuwait Oil Company Instrumentation & Control Staff attend 
Emerson’s Competency Development Program – YouTube

2. Virtual Training | Emerson AE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cpzBA298PHM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cpzBA298PHM
https://www.emerson.com/en-ae/automation/services-consulting/educational-services/virtual-training


Presentation Availability

• Presentations will be made available to registered attendees a 
few weeks after the conference.

• They will be available in emersonexchange365.com.  You must 
be a member of EE365 to access them.  Join the community 
now!

• Attendees will receive an email from the conference organizers 
when presentations are available.



Thank You!
Remember to score your 
session in the mobile app.
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